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1976. Collectors’ Mail Auctions (CMA) Catalogue of 15 September 1976,‘Staff Photo On Our 12th Anniversary’
The seated men are, left to right:, Henry Watson, a local stamp collector, who assisted Ralph with sorting and valuing stamps:
Peter Morrison, director: Ralph Putzel, managing director: and Robert Putzel, financial director.
Stephanie, Peter's wife and Ralph’s daughter, is standing at the back second from the left.
The rest of the group includes philatelic specialists, catalogue typists and printing staff.
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My Postal History Journey.
As a boy growing up in Pinelands, Cape Town, in the 1950s I was a typical schoolboy stamp collector.
However, as a young teenager, I gave up stamp collecting and the Boy Scouts to go ‘jolling’ with my
delinquent pals in the 1960s. I can’t change any of that and wouldn’t. Down the years my life took twists
and turns in London, Jo’burg, London, Sydney, the USA and back to London. I was constantly going back
and forth between here and there and South Africa but in 1989 I committed to living in the UK where I had
started my own business in London. A few months later I met my future wife. Over the next few years I
found myself becoming homesick. One Saturday in summer 1992, I found myself in the Brighton Lanes flea
market with my wife. We were heading for the square, some mussels, fish and chips, a nice bottle of dry
white wine in the sun, a recreation of Hermanus with some jazz, when suddenly, there on a table amidst a
pile of jumbled clutter and junk was a packet of ½d green and grey Union of South African stamps. There
was a flash of familiar recognition that threw up a memory of my mother baking on a Sunday, steaming up
the kitchen windows while singing along to the ‘Bell Tower’ on Springbok Radio, my Dad returning from
church with the collection for counting and me, playing with my stamps. For reasons known only to me, I
bought them despite my wife saying “Don’t do it!”. Sometimes I have wished that I had listened to her,
particularly those times when I spent good money buying old tosh, as I was doing then. But the stamps had
reconnected me with lost memories of childhood and of home and the attraction was irresistible. I spoke of
buying these stamps to one of my clients who confided that he collected Canadian postmarks and that a
good place to buy them in London was in the underground car park at Embankment Station on Saturdays. I
was soon a regular visitor there, weekend after weekend. As the stamping bug bit harder, I began arriving
earlier and earlier but I was never early enough to get there before ‘Postmark Pete’, a painter and decorator
who had been collecting used stamps since he was a boy. He advised me to stop collecting everything South
African and specialise. It was not difficult to follow his advice. I had grown unenthusiastic about buying
mint stamps which were not only more expensive but which crucially had not served the purpose for which
they were intended. What I now had was a growing interest in the postmarks of the places that I had known
and loved as a boy, like Ceres, Muizenberg, St James, Fish Hoek, Simonstown, Hermanus, Calvinia, etc.
In 1999, I relocated my business to Cambridge, a centre of excellence in British science and technology. As this
made it impossible for me to beat Pete and the other early birds to the best pickings at Embankment, I was forced to
transfer my Saturday stamp hunting to monthly regional East Anglian fairs. One day in Cambridge in about 2005, a
large, formidable man leaned across me at the table where I was sitting and examined my purchase closely. “Do
you know what you have bought?” he boomed. “Yes”, I said, defensively, “a block of four Union of South Africa
1d red ship stamps.” “No,” he said, “you’ve just bought a Pretoria Non-European datestamp on a block of four.
It’s very nice. If you hadn’t bought it, I would have!” I was speechless. ANon-European datestamp? I was a South
African who had been opposed to Apartheid, who had even been arrested in 1976, and I’d never heard of such a
thing as a Non-European datestamp. It was humbling! And then he hit me again. “Do you use Putzel?”, he asked.
“Err..... what?” “Putzel, the South African postmark book”. “Err..... no.” “You should!”
My interrogator was Robert ‘Bob’ Hill. At that time he was building the finest British collection of South African
segregated mail, a complete ‘Donald Campbell at Verneukpan’, a COGH display set with gems and a ‘KitKat’
display that poked fun at South African racism, one which left stiff British collectors unamused while South
African ones fell off their seats laughing. It was my great good fortune to meet Bob who encouraged me to buy
Ralph’s reference books and to enjoy a more active philatelic life. Bob suggested I join the South African
Collectors’ Society and the Cambridge Philatelic Society. Membership of these two societies led me to
display some of my material. Ralph’s reference books on South African postal history greatly influenced my
postmark collecting and my displays. Over the years our collecting interests have travelled in parallel, so much
so that we occassionally do back-to-back regional displays together, the bantering Mutt and Jeff act of East
Anglian philately. As the first person to introduce me to ‘Putzel’, as well as ‘Non-European datestamps’ (and in
doing so show me another side of Apartheid that I never knew existed while I lived under it), Bob has been a
philatelic mentor and guide who has widened my horizons, supported me with his time and been generous in
sharing the best of his material while always displaying a great sense of humour. Thanks for all you have done for
me and South African postal history, Bob. This article / display is dedicated to you.
The idea of a display on Ralph Putzel surfaced in about 2016. I started it as a biographical display but then
let it lie fallow due to a lack of material and information. Over time, I slowly accumulated odd bits and
pieces here and there. The Covid-19 pandemic and lockdown gave me pause for reflection. I decided to
create the South African Philately Club, something I had first considered in 2015, and post my Putzel
display on its website. This is the fifth draft, updated with input from a growing number of contributors.

Born on 31st May 1920 in Germany
Ralph Ferdinand Putzel was born in Darmstadt, Germany, on the 31st May 1920. This day is one of the most
significant in pre-democracy South African history. On this day the Treaty of Vereeniging was signed that
ended the South African War in 1902; Union declared in 1910 and a Republic in1961.
Ralph was born in the so-called 'Weimar Republic' era (1918 - 1933), a humiliating time when Germany suffered the
consequences of military defeat in World War 1, loss of territory, inflation and socio-political conflict. On the plus
side, there was arguably never a better or more interesting time to collect German stamps. Like many German boys
of his generation, Ralph was an enthusiastic and collector of German and Austrian stamps. However, the pride he had
in Germany was replaced with fear and loathing after once Hitler became Chancellor in March 1933.
Ralph’s father, Justin, was Jewish by birth. He was, said Robert Putzel, Ralph’s eldest son, “born into a
Jewish family but was never religious and never practiced”. His wife, Cecilia, was a non-practicing Catholic
schoolteacher. Somehow Ralph was baptised as a Lutheran. After his sister, Johanna Renate, was born in
1923, Ralph grew up in Karlsruhe where his father was a manager in the Dresdner Bank. Shortly after Hitler
came to power, Justin was rounded-up and sent to Dachau, a new concentration camp for political prisoners.
Dachau would become the prototype for future Nazi death camps. It was a brutally murderous place from its
start. In his week-long incarceration in Dachau, Justin experienced Nazi anti-semitism as emerging state
policy. Robert said that he remembered hearing that his grandfather “kept his ear to the ground and ....
worked out that they had no alternative but to flee Germany”. Justin began to make plans to leave.

March 1920. People’s Repblic of Wurttemberg. State Officials SG O251 - O260
Discontinued when the People's Republic became a member state within the German Weimar Republic.

1920 15 March. Weimar Repblic. New Daily Stamps - Offset Printing Perf: 14½ x 14

Arrival in SA on 31st May 1936
In 1936, the Putzel family escaped from Germany to Switzerland. The Nazis were determined not to let Jews
leave with a penny and equally determined not to let others overseas send money to assist Jews in Germany.
The Nazis set up a special pre-war civilian censor service to confiscate any cash sent in letters to Germany.
From the moment they left their Karlsruhe home and until they were safely across the Swiss border it must
have been a frightening time for the Putzel parents who knew what they were doing and why. Exactly what
they told Ralph and Renata, their teenage children, will never be known. As the details of this journey made in
secret and in trepidation is now lost as a family memory, we must rely popular culture for imagery, specifically
old movies that show efficient, uniformed Nazis demanding “ihre papiere und ausweis, bitte,” (Ger. your
identification and passport, please) while the train hisses steam and belches smoke metres from freedom.

According to Robert Putzel, Ralph’s son, the family “ended up at Southampton where, at the time, there were
two ships ready to leave, one to Canada and one to South Africa”. The Putzel’s chose South Africa. Justin’s
ability to purchae a passage for his family suggests that he had managed to flee Germany with some money.
Legend has it that Ralph arrived in South Africa “on his 16th birthday carrying his schoolboy stamp album”.
(IN MEMORIAM. Alex Visser). Robert and his brother Philip both agree that Ralph “arrived in Cape
Town on his 16th birthday”. This means that he arrived in Cape Town on Sunday, 31st May 1936.
In the 1930s Union-Castle mailship sailing schedules had a mailship sailing every Thursday at 4pm from
Southampton for Cape Town. In 1937, the Carnarvon Castle, after being modernised and re-engined,
resumed service on 8th July 1938, and set a new record for sailing to Cape Town of 12 days, 13 hours and
36 minutes. As the ship the Putzels sailed on in 1936 was slower, they probably left Southampton on the
14th May aboard the Llangibby Castle to arrive in Cape Town on 31st May, Ralph’s birthday.

Circa 1935. Llangibby Castle was a passenger liner of the Union-Castle Line.
Between 1929 and 1954, excluding WW2, she served the Southampton - Cape Town - Southampton route.

Justin spent a large part of the money he had buying passage for his family to South Africa. Robert remembers
being told that when they arrived in Cape Town “the family had very little money and had to start over”.

Starting Over: 1936
Ralph had not finished his education in Karlsruhe when his parents took him and and his sister out of
school to flee Germany and the hateful wrath of the Nazis. Ralph would never complete his education. His
parents decided that because he was sixteen and a big boy, they needed him to go out and work. As a
consequence, Ralph never completed his education in a school in Cape Town, unlike his sister Renata who
after matriculating went on to study Psychology at Stellenbosch University.
With no qualifications, Ralph “immediately started working for one or more companies as a salesman,
selling all sorts of items such as silver cutlery dinner sets and numerous other things”, according to
Robert. Ralph would earn his living as a salesman until he started Collectors’ Mail Auction.

The Nazi Olympics - Berlin 1936
In April 1933, an "Aryans only" policy was instituted in all German athletic organisations. "Non-Aryans"
were Jews or individuals with a Jewish parent and Roma (gypsies). "Non-Aryans" were systematically
excluded from German sports facilities and associations. In doing so, Germany lost its professional light
heavyweight boxing champion, a top-ranked tennis player and a world-class high jumper.
In August 1936, Hitler's Nazi dictatorship camouflaged its racist and militaristic character while hosting
the Summer Olympics in Berlin. It temporarily hid its antisemitic agenda and military plans for territorial
expansion and dazzled many foreign spectators and journalists with an image of a peaceful, tolerant
Germany. As a token gesture to placate international opinion, the Nazis allowed the star German fencer,
Helene Mayer, to represent Germany in the Olympic Games in Berlin. She, like Ralph and his sister, was
viewed as a “non-Aryan” because her father was Jewish. Like Ralph and his family, she too had fled the
land of her birth. Mayer won a silver medal for Germany in the women's individual fencing and gave the
Nazi salute on the podium. She said she did so because she thought it would help family members in the
labour camps. It did not. No other Jewish athlete competed for Germany in the Summer Games.

The Aliens Act, 1937
With the deterioration of the political situation for Jews in Germany, Jewish immigration to South Africa
increased. This resulted in a racist political backlash within South Africa, one that demanded limits placed on
or the ending of Jewish migration altogether. In 1937, the United Party government led by Prime Minister J B
M Hertzog introduced legislation to restrict and regulate immigration and exercise control over resident
aliens. It would allow the Nazis to murder many Jews attempting to leave Germany for South Africa.
The National Party's Daniel Malan, leader of the Parliamentary Opposition and the Apartheid regime’s
future first Prime Minister, had unsuccessfully attempted to amend the bill to prohibit Jewish immigration
altogether. He argued for ending the further naturalization of permanent Jewish residents and for closing
certain professions to Jews and "other non-assimilable races". Malan argued that Jews were getting the
pick of the best jobs and that "the Afrikaner is suffering in consequence". Arguing for his amendment,
Malan said of Jews, "Now the question arises with us, as a people, not only how we are going to keep
them out in future, but how we are going to protect ourselves against those who are here."
The Putzels arrived in Cape Town before the introduction of the shameful 1937 Aliens Act limited the
number of Jewish refugees accepted by South Africa. Following its introduction, only about 6,500 Jews
were given refuge in South Africa between 1933 - 1939. While Justin and Cecilia certainly did not regard
themselves as a typical ‘Jewish’ family, it must still have come as an unpleasant surprise to realise that
they had stepped from the Nazi frying pan into the smouldering embers of Afrikaner Nationalism, a
political ideology being assiduously fanned with racism, anti-Semitism and Republicanism.
The Aliens Act cut the number of German Jewish refugess by cancelling the entry permits of those already
approved for migration to South Africa. Jews who had glimpsed the promise of a life in South Africa were
left with no escape from Germany. The Putzel’s proved eminently “assimilable” in their new home.

The Hobby of Kings, Presidents and Salesmen: 1939

1939. Registered Cover from Cape Town ‘3 II 39’ (Putzel No. 149) to Macao ‘16 III 39’. (Facsimile reverse - see next.)
This letter sent by 19 year-old Ralph to Macao suggests an early interest in international philatelic exchanges.
I mistook the postmark for No. 150. Eagle-eyed Alex Visser spotted my error via “the missing serif on counter 1”!

This is the author’s earliest known example of mail sent by Ralph Putzel.

1939. Facsimile reverse of Registered Cover from Cape Town ‘3 II 39’ (Putzel No. 149) to Macao ‘16 III 39’
The address shows that before WW2 Ralph was living in ‘Beyond’, the boarding house run by his mother in Newlands.
As a soldier during WW2, his thoughts of home would have returned to ‘Beyond’ in Newlands. It was not to be.
This letter has been neatly typewritten. The typewriter will be a feature of his wartine POW mail.

When he wrote the above letter to Macau, a “Portuguese Colony in Asia”, in 1939, Ralph was living in his
mother’s boarding house,‘Beyond’, in Newlands. Just who typed it, Ralph or his mother, Cecilia, is not known.

Newlands / Rondebosch / Rosebank: 1936 - 1960

Circa 1960. Real Photo Postcard. ‘Devil’s Peak, Cape Town, with Rosebank, Rondebosch and Newlands.’
Terence J. McNally, Cape Town.
Newlands lies to the left beneath Table Mountain; Cape Town lies behind Devil’s Peak, centre right.
Cape Town can just be glimpsed lying before the distant Signal Hill, top right.
Observatory, which lies closest to Cape Town, is completely out of view while Mowbray is just out of view, right;
Rosebank is shown on the centre right above; Rondebosch lies in the centre beneath UCT and Devil’s Peak.

The above postcard is interesting in as much as it shows Cape Town in about 1960 before the
development of new motorways took place. Much of what you see is how Ralph and his family would
have found it on their arrival in Cape Town in 1936. There was little property development during World
War 2 (1939 - 1945) and not much thereafter in this area until the great building boom of the 1960s.
Main Street, Newlands, the road on which Ralph and his family lived in ‘Beyond’, runs between the
mountain and just ‘beyond’ the rugby stadium, left. UCT (University of Cape Town), is the group of redroofed buildings high on the slopes of Devil’s Peak surrounded by pine trees. Glendarrach Road to which
Ralph would return at the end of World War 2 runs down from UCT to Main Road, Rondebosch.

On arrival in Cape Town, Ralph discovered a wonderful world of South African postmarks and post offices on his doorstep.
The above are examples from just some of the many post offices within walking distance of ‘Beyond’.

Politics and Rugby

1960. First Day Cover from Nuweland (Newlands) ‘31 May 60’ to Cape Town (Putzel UnID).
A 1960 SG 184 3d Union Day ‘Prime Ministers of South Africa’ is affixed.

The above cover was sent on the last Union Day, one year before South Africa became a Republic. The Nuweland
(Afr. Newlands) unilingual datestamp is a statement of triumphal muscular Afrikaner Nationalism in the home of
South African rugby. This propaganda stamp shows the procession of white South African Prime Ministers leading
inevitably to the triumph of Afrikaner Nationalism as expressed in a Republic and the policy of Apartheid.

1983. 10c Control Block 1524 - 1527 ‘Sport Activities in South Africa’.

As it was not played in Germany, Ralph would not have understood the rules of the game when he arrived
in 1936. He would not have been able to avoid the passionate supporters of Western Province, the
Newlands home team, aka. ‘die Streeptruie’, (Afr. the striped jerseys), when they played on Saturday
afternoons. In his lifetime, Ralph would see South African rugby go in and out of sporting isolation as a
result of the Apartheid laws. By 1983, when the above stamps were issued, the sporting boycott against
South Africa was complete and the only competitions South Africans played in were domestic ones.

The Big Event in South African Philately: 1936

1936 2 November. Johanessburg International Philatelic Exhibition.
JIPEX 1936 Booklet Sheets of overprinted ½d and 1d Definitive Issue SG MS69 & MS70.

Few new stamps were issued in 1936, the year Ralph arrived in South Africa. The main philatelic event of
the year was JIPEX in distant Johannesburg, However, this did not capture his imagination nor that of the
world half as much as the 1936 1½d ‘Gold Mine, the world’s first stamp to be printed using gold ink.

1936 12 November. SG 57 1½d green and bright gold ‘Gold Mine.

Ralph’s Transatlantic Clipper Cover: 1939

1939. Airmail Cover from Cape Town ‘19 IV 39’ (Putzel No. 188) to New York ‘JUL 1 1939’.
The stamp is a single, carefully placed unhyphenated 1932 SG 48 1/- brown and deep blue with selvage.

The above cover shows that in 1939 Ralph was also corresponding with Michael Sussman, a stamp dealer in
New York, USA. This and the Timor cover reveals that he was actively communicating internationally.
This cover and the reasons how and why Ralph sent it are shrouded in supposition. It claims to be a “First
Flight Transatlantic Clipper England to United States” cover. But is it? In 1939, Pan American Airways
inaugurated the world’s first passenger-airline service across the Atlantic Ocean, using the iconic Boeing 314
Clipper flying boat. Its first service was a southern route to Marseille, France, by way of the Azores. The
northern route from New York to Southampton began a week later on 8th July, 1939. This cover arrived in
New York on 1st July 1939, a week before that service started. It had left Cape Town six weeks earlier.
Could this cover have been sent to New York via Marseille? The absence of route marks suggests not. It
most likely travelled Surface Mail to New York by ship.

1939. Facsimile reverse of the Airmail Cover (top) from Cape Town ‘19 AU 39’ to New York ‘JUL 1 1939’
The address shows that Ralph was still living in ‘Beyond’, Newlands.
Given the different size and shape of the letters, it appears Ralph painstakingly created this by hand.

A House Divided: 1939 - 1945
When Britain declared war on Germany on 1st September 1939, white South African opinion was divided
between whether the country should support Britain or not. Some Boers, now called Afrikaners, saw a
Nazi Victory over Britain and its Empire as the best way of restoring their lost Republic.
After narrowly winning control of the government, General Jan Smuts, an Afrikaner and ardent Empire
Loyalist, allied South Africa with Great Britain and the Empire. He had to suppress a domestic pro-Nazi Fifth
Column for the entire war. B J Vorster, a future Afrikaner Nationalist political leader and Prime Minister of
Apartheid-era South Africa, was interned for his hostility to South Africa’s participation in the war against
Germany. He later justified his position, saying that he was “never pro-German. I was anti-British”.

1978. 15c Control Strip 1174 - 1176. ‘Inauguration of 4th State President, Dr Balthazar Johannes Vorster’.

Circa 1941. Reduced facsimile Dutch SS Recruiting Poster.

The Nazi creed was impersonal, powerful and ruthless, It had an implacable hatred of Bolshevism, Jews and
international capital, all was underpinned by a racist love of Aryan ‘volk’. The use of the iconic ‘Oom Paul’
Kruger is a Nazi attempt to get the Dutch to identify with them via the Boer’s anti-British struggle.

A Family Tragedy: 1939 or 1940
In 1939 or 1940, Justin Putzel died. At present the details of his death are not known.
At the time of Justin’s death, his wife, Cecilia, a teacher, was running ‘Beyond’, a boarding house in
Newlands. Presumably, at that time, she was unable or not allowed to work as a teacher. Given that the
family was not well-off, it is now thought that she did not own ‘Beyond’ but managed it. If so, Cecilia
presumably occupied a small part of ‘Beyond’ where she lived with Ralph and Renata. Her circumstances
were not ideal. Usually, there is a trade-off in terms of what is earned when accommodation is received.
With Renata was in her final years of high school, money remained tight despite Ralph working as a
salesman. . They were settling slowly if not comfortably into their new lives in the new country.

A Letter from ‘Up North’: 1940

1940. Stampless OAS Cover. Passed by Censor APO 4 Mombasa ‘10 VIII 40’ to Cape Town ‘Undated’.
The APO 4 postmark is Putzel No. 75. The ‘Passed By Censor’ bilingual cachet is common, possibly No. 3.
(ex. Ian Shapiro).

The above suggests that Ralph was still a civilian living with his mother in Newlands in August 1940,
almost a year after WW2 started. This contradicts the statement in his ‘In Memoriam’ (Vol 9, R & S) of
“The Postmarks of South Africa....”, that he joined the South African Army at the start of WW2.
This cover was presumably sent to Ralph by a friend serving with the gathering SA forces in East Africa
while he remained in Cape Town. The date of its cancellation, ‘10 VIII 40’, is in the period when South
African, British and other Imperial forces were making extensive preparations to invade Italian East
Africa. It is possible that this letter prompted Ralph to sign up when the 2nd SA Infantry Division was
formed in October 1940. We do not know why Ralph joined the fight but the anti-Semitism that the Nazis
showed towards his father and the threat they posed to his family must have influenced his decision.
Like all mothers, Cecilia would not have been happy that her son was considering volunteering to fight a
war, especially against the land of his birth. For one thing, there would be the loss of his income. On the
other hand, there would be more space at home for herself and Renata once he had marched off to war
with his merry band of laughing brothers. She had seen him grow from the moment of his birth into a big
boy and finally into a large and powerful man. She was proud of her son and did not want to lose him now
that she had lost a husband. But Ralph was now a man and it was his decision to make.

Ralph takes up Arms against the Land of his Birth: 1940
It is not known when Ralph signed up. It is likely that he joined up after he had become a South African
citizen. What we currently know is that he was a Signaller and a radio operator in the 2nd SA Infantry
Division. This unit was formed on 23rd October 1940 and arrived in the Western Desert in October 1941.

The Signals Corps,
2nd South African Infantry Division

Circa 1941. Reduced facsimile
Christmas Card. (Newman Art
Gallery, Cape Town).
This card idealising rosy-cheeked
South African servicemen as a
happy, carefree band of brothers
postdates Ralph’s enlistment by a
few months.
Below:
“Men march to war because the
women are watching.” This ‘boeremeisie’ only has eyes for Jan Smuts.

Circa 1940. Real Photo Postcard. Two South African Signallers .
Bridge Studios, Salt River, Cape Town.
After volunteering to serve in the UDF (Union Defence Force),
Ralph trained as a Signaller and wore the same uniform
as the two men, above. He may even have known them.

Impatient to prove its mettle in battle against the Germans, the 2nd SA Infantry Division was disappointed to
first be made to work under the guidance of engineers, digging defences in the 30 mile bottleneck between the
Mediterranean Sea and the Qattara Depresion at a bleak, Karroo-like railway station called El Alamein.

‘Up North’
The parched and harsh reality of war in the Western Desert was a shock to nice middle-class South African
boys. It wasn’t all beer and skittles. Usually, there was no beer and the only skittles that took place were
Germans bowling British forces out. Ralph would spend three years wishing for the comforts of home.

Circa 1941. Cartoon
Postcard. (Unused).
‘Springbok ‘Boys Up
North’ Greeting Card. The
cartoonist is ‘Lenden’.
Receiving this postcard
must have been torture!

The 2nd SA Infantry Division is Blooded
Day after grumbling day work parties trudged across hot sands strengthening El Alamein’s defences. The
Springboks thought little of their back-breaking task at the time, however their work was to prove of vital
importance in 1942 when most of the men of the Division were POWs. The work that the 2nd SA Infantry
Division did in digging the defences at El Alamein was its most important contribution to the war.
In November 1941, the Germans attacked once again in the Western Desert. The 1st SA Infantry Division’s
5th Brigade was overrun by 108 German tanks at Sidi Rezegh, 58 of which were destroyed. These heavy
losses contributed to the German decision to retire to El Agheila to await supplies and reinforcements. Tobruk
was relieved and Benghazi occupied as the 8th Army drove westward to El Agheila.
The 2nd SA Infantry Division was tasked with mopping up isolated garrisons that had been left surrounded
during the advance. In 14 days, the 2nd SA Infantry Division under the command of Major-General I. P. de
Villiers attacked and occupied Bardia, Sollum and Halfaya Pass, a notable achievement given that it was the
division’s first major engagement. The Axis enemy lost nearly 15,000 prisoners, mostly Italians while some
1000 British POWs were freed. During this time, Ralph was MiD (Mentioned in Dispatches).

The Fall of Tobruk: June 1942
Once resupplied, a new German offensive forced British Generals Auchinleck and Ritchie to gallop from
Gazala back to El Alamein, each following a different plan of retreat. Unfortunately, neither plan covered the
defence of Tobruk, a task now given to the SA 2nd Infantry Division and its new and inexperienced
commander, Major-General H. B. Klopper, an unimaginative Afrikaner whose first career choice had been
teaching. Neither he nor his staff had seen much if any actual combat service.
Tobruk had been besieged by the Axis once before and successfully defended by largely Australian forces.
During that time, its defences, especially its minefields and anti-tank ditches, had been formidable. These had
all but disappeared when Klopper and his inexperienced staff were suddenly put in charge of its defence.
Determined attacks by a smaller force of Germans commanded by the inspirational General Rommel saw
chaos and the fog of war engulf Klopper and his staff who surrendered Tobruk with the loss of 33,000 men,
ammunition and supplies. The surrender of the 2nd South African Division was a national humiliation.
Churchill declared the loss of Tobruk 'one of the heaviest blows I can recall during the war … defeat is one
thing, disgrace is another'. It lead Churchill to question Auchinleck’s abilities and later replace him. Dark
mutterings were heard that Klopper was a pro-Nazi Afrikaner Nationalist. To his credit, Klopper escaped from
captivity in 1943 and was officially exonerated. Ralph would remain a POW until the end of the war.

June 1942. After the capture of Tobruk General Rommel walks past surprised British and South African prisoners.
Hitler made Rommel a Field Marshall for this success.

Ralph had two good reasons to fear captivity - he was a German-born soldier fighting against the land of his
birth and he had enough Jewish ancestry to be sent to the death camps. Nevertheless, the Germans soldiers of
Rommel’s Afrika Korps were well-behaved towards their South African prisoners. It was the Italian colonial
troops who were not. They beat and robbed prisoners in the temporary pens and holding camps that the
Germans had put the Italians in charge of while POW transport to Europe was being arranged.

Three Years “In the Bag”: 1942 - 1945
Hundred of POWs died while being transported to Italy. One ship torpedoed by a British submarine sank with
the loss of 800 POWs. On arrival in Italy, Ralph was sent to P.G. 65, Settore 3, a notorious POW transit camp
near Bari, a port city on the Adriatic Sea just above the heel of Italy. Ralph’s POW mail which he later used to
illustrate parts of the Military Mail of South Africa, (Vol. 6, “The Postmarks of South Africa....”), shows that
he spent all his time in Italian captivity in this often brutal camp.

1943. Airmail Cover from Cape Town ‘8 MAR 43’ to POW Camp 65, Set. 3, Italy (undated).
The cover has been sent Airmail. The rate for the air fee was 9d. (POW mail by ship was free).
Two ‘Bantam’ War Effort stamps, the 1942 SG 101 3d blue and SG 102 orange, comprise the 9d airmail fee.
The stamps have been cancelled with the Cape Town wavey 5-bar MC slogan “SPEND LESS, SAVE MORE”.
The cover has been opened and a South African censor label affixed with violet Union Arms cachet (reverse).
The cover has been stamped with a violet boxed ‘BY AIR MAIL’ cachet as Airmail labels were forbidden.
The reverse shows a purple Italian censor cachet over a plain gummed brown paper label.

The Italian POW camp’s address has been altered on the cover above. Other covers sent to Ralph before and
after this time, confirm that his mother’s original typewritten address of ‘Camp 65, Set 3’ was correct.

1943. Airmail Part Cover Reverse from Cape Town ‘8 MAR 43’ to POW Camp 65, Sett 3, Italy (undated).
The sender’s address above reveals that this typewritten letter was sent by Ralph’s mother, Cecilia.
On his repatriation to South Africa at the end of the war in 1945, Ralph would live at this address.
See the undated O.H.M.S. cover from the Dept. Posts and Telegraphs.

As a POW, Ralph’s dreams of freedom would have been of returning to ‘Beyond’, the home he had known
in Newlands before the war. But this was not to be. He would return to his mother in Rondebosch in a
house he did not know. But first, he had to survive the war as a POW. It would not be easy.

Goodbye to ‘Beyond’
The preceding letter was typerwitten by Ralph’s mother, Cecilia. Its reverse shows she had moved from
Newlands and was living in Glendarrach Road, Rondebosch. Having run ‘Beyond’ as a boarding house in
Newlands, Cecilia was now doing the same at ‘Prospect’ in Glendarrach Road, below the University of
Cape Town. Despite having been a teacher in Germany before fleeing the Nazis, it is possible that running
a boarding house was the only work she could get in South Africa. Cape Town City Council records list
her as the proprietor of ‘Beyond’. It is unlikely that she had found work as a teacher or in a typing job at
the university and was living in Rondebosch to be closer to her place of employment. Robert said “she ran
a boarding house called Prosper, (sic), which was situated exactly where the current UCT tennis courts
are, below the university near to the rose garden, and a little above where the Baxter Theatre is now”

1943. Airmail Part Cover Reverse from Cape Town ‘8 MAR 43’ to POW Camp 65, Sett 3, Italy (undated).
The sender’s address above reveals that this typewritten letter was sent by Ralph’s mother, Cecilia.
On his repatriation to South Africa at the end of the war in 1945, Ralph would live at this address.

As a POW, Ralph’s dream of freedom was returning to ‘Beyond’, the home he had known in Newlands
before the war. But this was not to be. He would return to his mother in Rondebosch in a house below the
University that he did not know. But first, he had to survive the war as a POW. It would not be easy.

The two red dots above show Glendarrach Road. It does not run directly down to Main Road, Rondebosch.

1979. 4c Block of 4. ‘150th Anniversary of Cape Town University’.

A POW in Italy and Germany
Ralph kept the letters that had been sent to him as a POW. He would later use them to illustrate ‘World
War II South African POW Mail to Italy and Germany’ in the Military Section of his ‘The Postmarks
of South Africa....’, (Vol. 6). It is quite remarkable that he was able to keep his letters in relatively good
condition considering that he probably had nowhere else to keep them but in his knapsack.
After Italy surrendered, the Germans rounded up Ralph and those of his fellow POWs who could not escape
and transported them to Germany in cattle trucks. Ralph’s journey was particularly long and dangerous as he
was transported almost the entire length of Italy. Hundreds of POWs died on this journey as the Americans
bombed bridges and railway infrastructure in an attempt destroy Nazi communication lines. On one of these
trains a wounded South African pilot who had only recently been shot down had his supperating wounds
treated with maggots by Polish POWs. He recovered and survived to come home and raise a family.
Once in Germany, Ralph was held in Stalag IV-G, a POW camp for non-commissioned ranks. It was
not a typical POW camp, more a series of scattered work camps often housing POWs within towns
and villages. Run from Oschatz, Saxony, its camps lay between Leipzig and Dresden, close to the
Polish border. Like many ex-servicemen who have experienced the horrors of war, Ralph did not
discuss his wartime experiences with his family. However, as he grew older, he did tell his son, Robert,
about some of his experiences. Robert remembers “that whilst he was a POW war in Germany, it
came to be known that he was fluent in German, which was hard to hide .... as he had a strong
German accent. He became the interpreter for the camps that he was in”. Ralph hid his German birth
by saying his ability to speak German was due “to the fact that he had come from ‘German’ SWA.”
More than once, Ralph told Robert “that they had been working for many months doing hard labour
in a sugar factory in Leipzig.” This was the sixth largest city in Germany. It had industries vital to the
German war effort and an important railway intersection. It was hit several times in mass attacks by
both the RAF and USAAF. According to Robert, his father “vividly remembered Allied bombers flying
over them and bombing the factory whilst they were there. He always said it was the most terrifying
time of his life.” Night-time raids were by the RAF; the daylight ones by ‘Septic Tanks’, (Yanks).

The Leipzig Sugar Factory: 1944

Circa 1970. Reduced facsimile of ‘Slaughterhouse Five’ Cover.

‘Slaughterhouse-Five’ is a science fiction novel by the American writer Kurt Vonnegut. This classic of
modern American literature is based on the experiences of their POWs in Germany. First published in
1969, it became a staple of the counter culture alongside Joseph Heller’s earlier ‘Catch 22 (1961).
The events in ‘Slaughterhouse-Five’ are based on Vonnegut’s experience of working as a POW in Dresden
when it was bombed in February 1945. The attack resulted in a fire-storm that killed an estimated 25,000
people. Some reports claim ten times that number. Vonnegut’s experience in Dresden mirrors that of Ralph’s
in Leipzig. Both men were POWs forced against the Geneva Convention to do hard labour.
The success of the Allies, especially the Russians, had bled German armies white. By the end of the war
every available old man and boy was needed in its military. To plug their industrial manpower gap, the
Nazis used foreign and slave workers and POWs to maintain German industries and essential services.
Vonnegut laboured in a Dresden slaughterhouse with US POWs while Ralph worked alongside South African,
Australian and British POWs in a Leipzig sugar factory. Both Dresden and Leipzig experienced the awesome
aerial might of the RAF and USAAF who in the late stages of the war were flying straight across Germany to
bomb its eastern cities close to the Polish border. These attacks were intended to destroy transport hubs and
soften up the Germans in the east in support of the attacking Red Army. Both men were terrified during these
bombardments and lucky to survive them. Thousands of Germany’s slave labourers did not.
After the bombing of Dresden several American airmen who crash-landed near Oschatz where Ralph was held
were murdered by vengeful German civilians. As the war in Europe reached its end with the Allies pushing
into Germany from the West and the Russians through Poland from the East, the German guards’ fear of the
Red Army made them force the POWs on a gruelling march westwards towards the American lines. After a
winter of great hardship in factories and fields, the marching POWs were already under-nourished and
exhausted. Many died, others had their health ruined but most, like Ralph, were lucky and somehow survived.
I saw Slaughterhouse-Five, the movie, in a Cape Town cinema when it was released in 1972. Ralph would
have had the opportunity to see it too. I wonder if he went with ‘Babsie’ on his arm, full of trepidation
about what his reaction might be? Most likely, like most servicemen who had been there and done that, he
chose to stay at home. Ralph probably dug out his Zeppelin Mail collection and get lost in that.

‘The Hero Returns’: 1945
Before WW2, Ralph had lived in leafy Newlands and after his return he stayed in neighbouring Rondebosch. These two
suburbs nestle below the eastern watershed of the Table Mountain massif. The natural beauty of the area possibly
influenced his decision in the early 1950s to buy a house in nearby Bergvliet, an assisted housing scheme for exservicemen. It was not unusual for people to live exclusively “on that side of the mountain”. My uncle Calvin was born
and raised in Rosebank beneath Devil’s Peak, bought a house in Bergvliet after the war, moved to Rondebosch and died
in Mowbray. For him, the idea of living “on the other side” in Green Point, Sea Point or Camps Bay was unthinkable.
I first visited Bergvliet in 1955 when it was being built. The new suburb stood on land that was originally a part of the old Constantia
estate once owned by Simon van der Stel. My uncle Calvin, an ex-serviceman, and his young wife had bought a house there near an
old farm with a dam with a windpump. I remember climbing through a run-down fence and scrumping small sweet currant grapes
fresh of the vine and entering a partly-built, roofless house that reeked of wet cement. Calvin had served in WW2. He had, according
to my Mom, gone off to war a quiet, shy and carefree boy but after the Italian campaign he came back with what wecall today posttraumatic stress disorder. He
was never the same boy again.
Bergvliet was built for heroes
like him and Ralph.

Circa 1943. Postwar Real Photo Postcard (Unused).
A South African Family - The Wrights of Ayre Street, Rosebank - during WW2.

My English grandfather, Walter Lever Wright, (a man of Kent and ex-Royal Engineer, 1908 - 1912), is seated next to his
Afrikaner wife, my grandmother, Magrieta ‘Ma’ Nel, from Vanrhynshoek, Calvinia. He came to South Africa as part of the
Imperial Garrison. In 1916 he rode his motorbike to Calvinia to start an engineering workshop servicing the local farming
community. His future wife was working in a store, possibly the Goldblatt general dealership, when they met. Her brother
was a Cape Rebel who had ridden with Smuts and Maritz during the South African War. My mother, Angeline ‘Bubbles’,
stands next to her brother Calvin who is back from ‘Up North’. Calvin had served in the Western Desert between 1941 and
1942, including the Battle of El Alamein. He returned to SA when the 1st SA Infantry Division was re-constituted as an
armoured division. This postcard is from that happy time back home. Calvin served in an armoured reconnaisance unit with
the SA 6th Armoured Division in Italy. After the war, like Ralph, he bought a house in Bergvliet and started a family.

No Jobs for Heroes
Ralph came home to find that the Smuts Government was unprepared to receive some 300,000 returning
South African servicemen back into to civilian life. Many could not find work and would later express
their discontent by voting for the segregationist Nationalist Party in the 1948 election.

Circa 1945. Postwar OHMS
Cover from Dept. Posts &
Telegraphs (undated) to
Rondebosch (undated).
Ralph’s service number on this
cover shows that after returning
home from the war he lived in
Rondebosch with his mother. As
an ex-Army Signaller, he was
possibly hoping that he would
qualify for secure, long-term
future employment with the
Dept. of Post and Telegraphs.

Circa 1945. (Post-war).
Springbok Legion Labels.
The Springbok Legion was a
socialist pressure group assisting
returning servicemen find jobs
and accomodation.

No Homes for Heroes
The OHMS letter below from the DP&T (Department of Posts & Telegraphs) shows that on his return to
Cape Town Ralph went to stay with his mother in Glendarrach Road, Rondebosch.

Circa 1945. Postwar OHMS Cover from Dept. Posts & Telegraphs (undated) to Rondebosch (undated).
Ralph’s service number on this cover shows that after returning home from the war he lived in Rondebosch.
(ex. Simon Peetoom).

We now know that Ralph had worked as a salesman before the war. It is possible that on his return home
he used his army signalling in an attempt to join the DP&T on his return home. Like most men, he was
probably looking for long-term job security. This OHMS cover is either the DP&T simply telling Ralph,
“sorry, we have no vacancies at present” or it concerned another matter.
This undated letter was sent to Ralph on his return from the war, not before it. We know Ralph was living
in ‘Beyond’, Newlands up to 1940, that he joined the Army most probably in 1940 - 1941 and that his
mother was writing to him in an Italian POW camp from ‘Prospect’ in 1943.
After less than two years back in ‘Civvy Street’, Ralph was married in Cape Town on 25th January 1947 to
Hester ‘Babsie’ Margaret Letitia Voss, born Windhoek, South West Africa, on 31st October 1923. Their
first child, a son, George Thomas Ralph Putzel, born 25th September 1947, died the next day.
According to Robert, his father “was brought up as a Lutheran, although from the time I knew him, he
didn’t go to church much and his children were brought up as Methodists, mainly at the instigation of his
wife, Babsie.” Both Ralph’s boys, Robert and Philip, were baptised in the Methodist Church, Bergvliet.
Ralph’s mother, Cecilia, returned to Germany “in about 1952”, according to Robert. She did so in order
“to rebuild her pension. She retired in 1960 and moved out to Bergvliet in Cape Town and stayed about
a year.” Her return to Cape Town was terminated by German government refusing to pay her pension
unless she lived in Germany. “So, in 1961 she returned to Germany and went to live in Bad Homburg,
near to Frankfurt”. She never remarried but lived under her maiden name, probably the one on her state
pension. Her death certificate shows she died as Cecilia Schnitter in Bad Homburg in 1987.

Early Post-War Philatelic Correspondence
When Ralph arrived in South Africa in 1936 he brought his collection of German and Austrian stamps with him. He
would remained an ardent collector of German and Austrian stamps, as well as Zeppelin mail. Both the cover below
and the next shows that since 1948 he had been in philatelic correspondence with Dr Alois Mucke in Vienna, Austria.
While research has provided no information on Dr Mucke, it is likely that Ralph was buying items from him.

1948. Registered Letter from CAPE TOWN ‘25 JUN 48’ (Putzel No. 351) to VIENNA, AUSTRIA (undated).
The cover bears a single ‘Bantam’ 1½d ‘Gold Mine’ and a pair of 3d Silver Wedding, both issued in April 1948.
There has been an attempt made to create a cover of future philatelic interest. (See next sheet.)
The violet ‘M’ and ‘706’ handstamps are Austrian censor (‘ZENSOR’) marks.

The single ‘Bantam’ 1½d ‘Gold Mine’ and pair of 3d Silver Weddings, both only two months old in June
1948, were affixed to to the preceding cover in order to provide the recipient with a cover of contemporary
philatelic interest, as well as to create future collectable postal history.

1948. Facsimile reverse of cover above showing typewritten address at Youngsfield. Wynberg, in 1948

Youngsfield Government Village
Before a house became available to buy in Bergvliet, perhaps before he could even afford one, Ralph was
provided with a flat (apartment) in Youngsfield Government Village, Wynberg. This was an emergency housing
scheme for ex-servicemen. Wynberg was the site of the oldest British military camp in South Africa. Nearby
Youngsfield was and still is a military camp. It was known to the Royal Navy as ‘HMS Afrikander’ until 1975.
It is almost certain that Ralph was typing these letters and covers. At some point, possibly before 1939, he had
learned to type. Alex Visser, who later collaborated with Ralph, recalls that “many of his draft pages were by
typewriter. Thus he (Ralph) must have been proficient”.

Membership of the Cape Town Philatelic Society: 1948
In 1948, Ralph became a member of the Cape Town Philatelic Society aka “ The Royal”. It has confirmed
that “Ralph Ferdinand Putzel applied for membership of the Cape Town Philatelic Society on the 8th July
1948 and was accepted as a member on the 19th August 1948. The home address you have (Youngsfield
Government Village) is the one he gave at the time of his application”.
The previous letter was posted two weeks before he applied to join the society. It would appear that at this
time Ralph was assiduously acquiring and building several possibly interchangeable displays. These included
Austria, Zeppelin Mail, German Naval Mail and the History of Airships. It is possible but by no means certain
that he acquired some of his material for these display from the mysterious Dr Alois Mucke in Vienna, Austria.
Ralph would be an active participant in the philatelic life of the Royal and would win several awards before claiming
the Society’s top prize, the Royal Cup for his Zeppelin Mail, the best display given in 1975. The list of his display
achievements culminating in awards show that his philatelic interests were broader than the southern African subjects
for which he is best known and remembered. Indeed, he never lost his love German and Austrian philately.
Arthur V Jacob Cup for the best exhibit outside of the Royal Cup - Austria - 1954
J W T Wannerton Cup for best postal history exhibit of the year - History of Airships - 1971
J W T Wannerton Cup for best postal history exhibit of the year - German Naval Mail - 1974
Royal Cup for the best display of the year - Zeppelin Mail - 1975
Ralph would serve the Cape Town Philatelic Society continuously as a committee member for 25 years, from
1957 - 1982, as well as serve as its President 1962 - 1963. He would remain active in “The Royal”. Towards
the end of this display there are two sheets detailing a talk he gave to them in 1998 on the extremely scarce
Table Mountain Post Office datestamp. This was just over fifty years after he first joined the society.

South Africa: 1948
The Union of South Africa parliamentary election of 26 May 1948 was a turning point in the country's
history as it marked the onset of 46 years of Nationalist rule in South Africa. The Nationalist Party’s
principle policy was the all encompassing segregation of the races in a new policy it called ‘Apartheid’.
The United Party, which had led the pro-Empire Union government since its foundation in 1933, and its
leader, the incumbent Prime Minister Jan Smuts who had served throughout WW2, was narrowly defeated
by the Nationalists led by Daniel François Malan, a conservative Dutch Reformed cleric and proponent of
segregation. It was he who had argued that the anti-Semitic Aliens Act of 1937 did not go far enough.

1974. 4c Control Block 610 609. ‘Birth Centenary of Prime Minister D F Malan’.

The central issue facing the white electorate in the 1948 election was the old “Native Question”. The
difference between the Nationalists and the UP (United Party) was that the UP were vague and uncertain
in the face of black demands for political power while the Nationalists had a clear-cut answer in their
policy of segregation which appeared to address the fears of many whites. Ultimately, a majority of voters
came out in favour of the UP. Despite winning 140,000 fewer votes than the UP, the Nationalists gained a
slender majority of seats. Many of the 70 seats won by the National Party were in rural areas, whereas
most of the 65 seats won by the United Party were in urban areas. Over the course of the coming decades
the Nationalists increased their majority despite sporting boycotts, economic sanctions, a growing border
war and, more worryingly closer to home, civil unrest that black South Africans called ‘The Struggle’.

Austria and Dr Alois Mucke Again: 1950

1950. Registered Letter from CAPE TOWN ‘9 JAN 50’ (Putzel No. 261) to VIENNA, AUSTRIA (undated).
The cover bears the hallmark of being sent by a philatelist - an attractive 1948 booklet sheet of 6 x 1½d ‘Gold Mines’.

The use of use of an address stamp, (below), suggests that Ralph was now producing more outgoing mail.

1950. Reverse of cover above showing Ralph’s address at Youngsfield, Wynberg, in 1950.
Ralph has invested in a time-saving rubber stamp to print his address on outgoing mail.
The violet ‘274’ handstamp is an Austrian censor mark.

Hand-drawn Cape Town No. 261,
‘The Postmarks of South Africa....’ .
According to Alex Visser, “At the start of
the postmark project Ralph investigated
having all the postmarks drawn, as
previous postmark publications were all
drawn. He had .... drawings made,
starting with the early letters. He
discovered that this would not work. ....
It was slow going and unfortunately
many errors occurred. That is why
actual postmark impressions were used
for most of the illustrations, and why I
am including clearer copies where
warranted in the Addendum.”

In 1954, Ralph won the Cape Town Philatelic Society’s ‘Arthur V Jacob Cup’ for the best exhibit outside
of the Royal Cup with his display of ‘Austria’.Given the date of that success it would appear that Dr
Mucke had probably helped him to acquire this material between at least 1948 - 1950 and possibly later.

Bergvliet’s First Datestamp: 1951
In the early 1950s Ralph bought a property in Bergvliet, a new suburb built to provide
ex-servicemen with the opportunity to buy a family home, often with special assistance.

1952. Registered Airmail Cover from BERGVLIET ‘4 VI 52’ (Putzel No. 2) to GOSPORT, GB (undated).
The postmark shown above is 19 years earlier than the same example in ‘The Postmarks of South Africa....”.

According to Ralph’s ‘Encyclopedia of South African Post Offices....’ Bergvliet’s new Post
Office opened on 14th May 1951. These two covers show the earliest recorded examples of
Bergvliet’s first datestamp, (Putzel No. 2). Ralph’s postmark research notes contain examples of
this postmark from 1957 and 1959, neither of which he included in ‘The Postmarks of South
Africa....’ (See following reduced facsimile - sheets too big to be included at 1:1),.

1953. Registered Airmail Cover from BERGVLIET ‘30 VI 53’ (Putzel No. 2) to SOUTHSEA, GB (undated).

Ralph Buys a House in Bergvliet: Circa 1955

Circa 1900. Postcard. ‘8 Police, Post Office and Registry Office, Constantia C. C.’. (ex Robert Hill.)
This Postcard is on the Dustcover of all Four Volumes of Ralph’s ‘The Encyclopedia of South African POs’.
This image of a fertile, verdant rural idyll was a favourite of Ralph’s. It was taken close to where he lived in Bergvliet!

Ralph had lived in Newlands since 1936 and after the war in briefly in Rondebosch. He was then housed at
Youngsfield Government Village, Wynberg. All these places are in the southern suburbs, an area dominated by
magnificent views of Table Mountain’s eastern flank. It is unsurprising that he took advantage of the opportunity to buy a house in Bergvliet, (Afrikaans ‘mountain stream’), once a part of the Constantia estate. Similarly
situated, Bergvliet was intended to provide housing for returned servicemen who had work and who could
afford to buy property. Ralph was by now working as a salesman again - and a successful one at that!

1979. 15c Control Strip 1242 - 1245 ‘Prof. Chris Barnard’’. Fourth World Rose Convention.

During this early time in Bergvliet, Ralph had other hobbies and interests besides stamp collecting. He was an
active member of the Bergvliet film club, an avid photographer and Cine 8 home movie maker. Robert
remembers him most especially as “an extremely keen gardener, specialising in roses and orchids. He built
his own hothouse for the orchids in the back garden. He was also keen on classical music, especially
Beethoven and Wagner. From time to time, he and Babsie would go to the opera or a concert”.
Robert remembers that during the 1950’s and early 1960’s, Ralph worked as a senior salesman. He
travelled around South Africa and on occasion even travelled as far as Southern Rhodesia.

A Travelling Salesman in the 1950s and early 1960s
Robert remembers that “ During the last ten years or so before he went into the stamp business full time,
Ralph worked as a senior salesman and Director of a company in Cape Town called Trico, which sold
sewing machines and knitting machines”.

1956. Caltex (California Texas Oil Company) Advertisement.
‘Guide to Southern Africa 1956’, (Union Castle Mail Steamship Co.).
Travelling around SA, Ralph would have filled his car with Caltex petrol.

On The Road Again

1956. Robb Motors Ltd, Strand Street, a leading Cape Town Motor Dealer.
‘Year Book & Guide to Southern Africa 1956’, Union Castle Mail Steamship Co. Ltd.
The Car shown is a Austin A50 Cambridge, a solid and reliable British car.

Getting a Feel for the Country

We all have to start our working lives somewhere. Ralph had his thrust upon him in 1936 when his family
needed him to work and earn some money. After the war many servicemen with no qualifications became
travelling salesmen, Ralph being one. It was a job he had done before the war. He was better at it than most
and away from home a lot. The job had the benefit of allowing him to travel locally around the Western Cape.
Later, as a successful senior salesman and company director he travelled widely around South Africa.
On his road trips across southern Africa, visiting its cities, towns and backveld dorps, Ralph developed a love
of the country and a fascination with its history. His time on the road became a long and winding lesson in the
history of his adopted land. Without this experience Ralph would not have had the background to write four
volumes of the “Encyclopedia of South African Post Offices and Postal Agencies”, as well as ten volumes on
“The Postmarks of South Africa and Former States & Colonies”, among others.
Robert rembers some of the cars his father owned during this time. “The earliest car I remember him
driving in the mid 50’s was a Ford Prefect, the car with bicycle tyres! Later he drove a VW Kombi, a
Citroen and one or two others. In the 1960’s he drove VW Variant, Volvo 144 and a Volvo 164.”

Eliezer Blum: 1956
Despite the photography, the gardening and the music, Robert remembers his father in the early 1960s “as a
very dedicated philatelist. He certainly didn't know how to stop and relax. He only did when Babsie nagged
him to do so. He would work most nights until late at night on his stamp collections”. Philately was Ralph’s
passion. Quite possibly he worked so late because he was often away selling sewing machines
According to Robert, “Ralph was persuaded in the early 1960’s by his close friend Eliezer Blum, a Cape
Town philatelist, to start the new business”. While it is uncertain exactly when and where Ralph first met
Eliezer Blum, he would have done so when he joined the CTPS (Cape Town Philatelic Society) in 1948. It is
also likely that he also met Dougie Roth, a Cape Town dealer specialising in classic material, at the CTPS.
Describing Blum as “a Cape Town philatelist” is like calling the Pope a Catholic. Technically it is correct
but there is also so much more to the man. Certainly that is what Blum would have wanted you to believe.
His sense of his philatelic importance soared as high and wide as Table Mountain behind his Oranjezicht
flat. He would tell his customers that he knew a thing or two about stamps and stamp dealing. And he did!
Blum had been philatelically active for over 35 years, including 26 years of stamp dealing in South Africa.
During this time, Blum had formed a close relationship with Roth. According to Paul van Zeyl RDPSA, Roth
and Blum “dominated the local market for more than two decades”. (SAP, April 2016. “The Evolution of
Stamp Dealing”.) Ralph bought stamps and covers from them and was a regular visitor to Blum’s office, his
home in Mandarin Court, Moray Place, Oranjezicht. Blum also visited Ralph in the Putzel family home. As
their friendship developed, Blum treated Ralph more like a protege than a customer. Ralph had known Blum
for about eight years when Blum ran the accompanying advertisement in the SAP, (November 1956). It
gives sense of what Blum might have said to influence Ralph into starting Collectors’ Mail Auctions.
ELIEZER BLUM
CAPE TOWN
Over 35 years of philatelic activity which includes 26 years
of stamp dealing in South Africa has resulted in the
following unquestionable achievements without calling
myself the Doyen of South African Professional Philately:
[1] The most important Philatelic Properties to have come
on to this market have passed through my hands, either by
direct or indirect negotiation.
[2] The experience gained in 35 years of Stamp Dealing
and Collecting covers the widest possible field including an
ability to assess international market conditions from the
purely South African perspective.
[3] My trade contacts overseas in both the retail and
wholesale spheres have been instrumental in the
maintenace of record turnover at all times including times
of depression.
SAP November 1956 Ad Courtesy Paul van Zeyl.

“Look,” Blum probably said, “I don’t want to lose a customer but because you’re a friend, a mensch,
I’m telling you, get in on the game, sell stamps and work from home. You’ll watch your kids grow up,
there’ll be no more nights on the road spent far from your family, no more sewing machine sales spiel, no
more schlep, just working at what you enjoy!”. It was appealing. And, Blum added, “right now, the local
and international market is crying out for a good South African-based stamp auction”.
As a “dedicated philatelist” Ralph was keen for a change, especially as he spent so much of his spare time
and money on his hobby. He didn’t need much convincing. The idea of earning a living from a job where
important philatelic items passed through his hands, gaining experience and knowledge, working in
international markets and developing contacts overseas, was hard to resist.

Collectors’ Mail Auctions (CPA): Est. 1964
It is likely that Ralph had been trading in stamps and postal history before he took Eliezer Blum’s advice and
started Collectors’ Mail Auctions in 1964. Initially, he began by working from home at 5 Hiddingh Road,
Bergvliet. Until other examples of a Hiddingh Road address stamp are found, it is possible that the personal
cachet from 1971 (below) may be the one he began CMA with in 1964.
By 1978, Ralph would proudly claim on the masthead of his monthly News Bulletins that CMA was “South
Africa’s Premier Philatelic Mail Auction House” . After a few years, it became obvious that he needed more
space, a requirement that most philatelists and postal historians will understand. According to Robert, Ralph’s
solution was to build an office on top of the family house in 1967. Visitors accessed his office by using an
outside staircase. When after a few years that too became too small, Robert remembers that “around 1970/71,
Ralph rented larger offices in the Heathfield Shopping Centre about 400 meters down the road”.
Questioned why he called it “the Heathfield Shopping centre” and not the Bergvliet Shopping Centre, as
described on CMA letterheaded stationery and rubber-stamped addresses on the reverse of CMA correspondences, Robert replied, “The shopping centre was called ‘Bergvliet Vista’ at that time, but it was situated on
the Heathfield side of the Main Road, so was always colloquially known at the time as the ‘Heathfield
Shopping Centre”. Asked if Ralph would drive or walk to the shopping centre, he replied “He would walk”.
As the business grew into an international auction house, Ralph would continue to conduct all CMA philatelic
viewing in his Hiddingh Road home office. However, his philatelic specialists and catalogue typists worked
out of one of the two, later three, units CMA rented in the Bergvliet Shopping Centre, alongside the print
room. At this time he also had CMA cachets that showed the work units ‘PO Box 20’ in the address.

An Early Collectors’ Mail Auction Cover: 1965

1965. Registered Airmail Letter from BERGVLIET ‘11 XII 65’ (Putzel No. 2) to HITCHIN, ENGLAND (Undated).
This is a typical CMA cover of the period, bedecked with stamps intended to add value to the customer’s purchase.
(ex. Robert Hill)

Philatelic Department & Stamp Viewing: 1964 - 1984

1971. Registered Airmail Letter from BERGVLIET ‘4 IX 71’ (Putzel No. 4) to W GERMANY (undated).

All stamp viewing took place in Ralph’s home office. Many philatelists have fond memories of visiting
Ralph at home. Share yours with the Club!

CMA (Collectors’ Mail Auctions): 1968
Cape Mail Auctions’ success has resulted in a lot of inexpensive, modern postal history items.

1968. Registered Airmail Letter from BERGVLIET ‘27 VI 68’ (Putzel No. 2) to BEDFORDVIEW (undated).
Received JEPPESTOWN JOHANNESBURG DEPOT ‘28 VI 68’, ‘29 VI 68’, ‘1 VII 68’ and ‘2 VII 68’ (Putzel No. 2).
Domestic use of the Republic of South Africa Rand / Cent decimal stamps issued in 1961 and later.

1968. Reverse Registered Airmail cover overleaf from BERGVLIET ‘27 VI 68’ (No. 2) to BEDFORDVIEW (no PMK).
Received JEPPESTOWN JOHANNESBURG DEPOT ‘28 VI 68’, ‘29 VI 68’, ‘1 VII 68’ and ‘2 VII 68’ (Putzel No. XXX).

CMA (Collectors’ Mail Auctions (Pty) Ltd): 1968
In about 1968, Ralph turned CMA into a proprietary limited company with himself and his wife Babsie as
directors. This is usually done to provide the owners of a business with limited financial liability. Prof.
Alex Visser recently found and supplied the cover below. It provides via the address stamp and datestamp
of ‘6 VIII 68’ the earliest example of CMA trading as a proprietary limited company. CMA would
continue to use its old non-proprietary limited cachets for many years.

1968. Reverse Registered Airmail Letter from BERGVLIET ‘6 VIII 68’ to EAST LONDON ‘7 AUG 68’.
Unlike other address stamps of the period this states the sender is ‘Collectors Mail Auctions (Pty) Ltd’.

1968. Registered Airmail Letter from BERGVLIET ‘6 VIII 68’ to EAST LONDON ‘7 AUG 68’.
The reverse of this cover states that the sender is ‘Collectors Mail Auctions (Pty) Ltd’.

This uncommon, early example was spotted by the eagle-eyed Alex Visser while going through his
unsorted accumulation. Let Ralph have the last word on this - “.... a vast amount of material must be
slumbering in odd boxes and corners....”. Readers are kindly asked to submit sleeping finds!

CMA (Collectors’ Mail Auctions): 1969

1969. Registered Airmail Letter from BERGVLIET ‘23 IX 69’ (Putzel No. 3) to EALING, GB (undated).
International use of 21 pre-decimal 1d (1/9) Union stamps comprising 14 x 1947 SG111 1d (front) & 7 x 1949 SG131 1d (back).

Sterling issues remained valid for postage up until 31st December 1972. Ralph had every interesting postmark
that passed through CMA photocopied, both items for sale and mail received. This required a huge amount of
‘photostating’, so much so that he soon invested in a Printing / Xerox shop.

1969. Reverse of Registered Airmail cover overleaf from BERGVLIET ‘23 IX 69’ (Putzel No. 2) to EALING, GB (undated).

CMA (Collectors’ Mail Auctions): 1970

1970. Registered Airmail Letter from BERGVLIET ‘2 VI 70’ (Putzel No. 2) to NEWCASTLE, GB (undated).
The cover’s mixed postage bears an old pre-decimal 1/- and 20c worth of decimal stamps.

Like many dealers, Ralph created philatelic covers using stocks of old and new stamps for postage. The above
cover has a large wartime pre-decimal 1/- (Oct 1941) with early Republic era issues.

1970. Facsimile. Reverse Reg. Airmail Letter from BERGVLIET ‘2 VI 70’ (Putzel No. 2) to NEWCASTLE, GB (undated).
Unlike the address cachet below, the above cachet makes no reference to CMA being a ‘Pty Ltd’ company.

CMA (Collectors’ Mail Auctions): 1970

1970. Registered Airmail Letter from BERGVLIET ‘25 V 70’ (Putzel Unrecorded) to BEDFORDVIEW (26 V 70).

1970. Registered Airmail Letter from BERGVLIET ‘7 XII 70’ (Putzel No. 4) to LONDON, GB (undated).
The cover bears a strip of 3 x old pre-decimal 2d and 25c worth of new decimal stamps.
It shows late use of the original Bergvliet REGISTERED cachet.

Advertising in the South African Philatelist: 1974

1974. Advertisement for CMA Auction Number 51.
“This man is running to post his bid for Auction Number 51.
Did you remember to send yours?”
(Slightly enlarged 1 column wide Ad.)

This advertisement run in the South African Philatelist is clever. It is small and inexpensive - and effective!
It is eye-catching because it is not directly about stamps or postal history. It simply reminds those readers
who know that the next auction is closing soon. Better get your bid in. But equally, it also creates the idea
that you are missing out by not knowing what’s on offer at CMA.
This advertisement is interesting also for what it tells us about CMA’s perceived target market. It is white,
male, monied and somewhat eccentric. While it is not impossible that in South Africa such a gentleman
would run to the post office, it is unlikely. The majority would drive there but some would have someone
run this errand on his behalf, most likely a servant. To all those who deny that, (or don’t want to be
reminded of it), just look at all the mail cancelled with Non-European datestamps that was sent to European individuals and businesses. Why on earth would black South Africans be writing to them?

CMA’s Twelth Anniversary: 1976

1976. CMA (Collectors’ Mail Auctions) Catalogue of 15 September 1976,‘Staff Photo On Our 12th Anniversary’
Ralph Putzel, managing director, left:Peter Morrison, director, fourth left: Robert Putzel, financial director, seventh left.
This one part of the Printing Shop and Xerox Dept. at Shop 5 in the Bergvliet Vita Shopping Centre.
The group comprises the senior management and the printing room staff.

Despite all the advantages white people enjoyed under Apartheid, kids growing up in such a system in the
racially segregated suburbs found life pretty boring. One boy who grew up in Bergvliet discovered Cape
Mail Auctions’ offices and began to hang around in the hope of being allowed into the cataloguer’s office.
Andrew Lamprecht grew up in Bergvliet a short walk from CMA’s offices in the Bergvliet Vista Shopping
Centre. He says that “I didn’t know Mr Putzel as such, though I did see him from time-to-time. As a boy of
about nine to eleven, I would “visit” CMA. It was not a shop but a large “factory” that produced the
outstanding catalogues for their auctions. One staff member in particular was very kind to this goofy kid
and they let me look through old approval books and pick a few stamps for cents for my collection.
Eventually, as an early teen I bid on one or two small lots and got them. Then, as inevitably happens I
lost interest in stamp collecting. I think it was around this time that CMA closed down.”
Andrew subsequently returned to the hobby. “About a year ago I picked up three bound volumes of CMA
catalogues (at auction) and sat down and wrote a “memoir” of my experiences with CMA. These are
handwritten and intended just for my pleasure. I’ll revise them and type them up for you if you like.” Yes,
please Andrew! “There is another interesting co-incidence. My first job was with UCT Libraries and one
of the colleagues in my section was a lady named Marlene. One day we were chatting and I discovered
she had been Ralph’s secretary. The penny dropped and she said that yes, indeed, she remembered me. It
was she who let me into the “sanctum” where I could engage with the cataloguers.”

An Era of Political Uncertainty: 1976

1977. Block x 8 ‘50 Years of SA Flag’, issued 11 November 1977. Cancelled ‘9 XII 77’. (SACC 442).
This block is possibly from a CMA cover to the UK, as are the Registered Letter Labels.

In 1976, the old ‘White South African’ order, as represented by the Union of South Africa Flag introduced in
1927, was challenged by a new political dynamic inside South Africa. The Soweto Uprising of June ‘76 laid
down a challenge to the rule of Apartheid law and order. The violence of the Apartheid State failed to make
the challenge go away, instead it grew stronger year by year. From 1976 to 1990, South Africa underwent an
agony of resistance, state repression and mob violence. Gunfire and explosions, fire and smoke, sirens and
screams from the other side of town could be seen and heard. The Border War was no longer rersticted to far
off Ovamboland. Increasingly, it was a local bus ride away. Fear, vigilance and uncertainty was the background patchwork of our lives until finally wise men compromised on a multi-party democracy.

Towards an Accumulation of Postmarks: 1977
In 1977, Ralph published his “Postmarks of South West Africa under South African Mandate”. (This would be
updated in 1991 as the “Comprehensive Handbook of the Postmarks of GSWA.”) At some point, Ralph had begun
to entertain thoughts of documenting ALL South African postmarks, as well as those of the former states and
colonies. Alex Visser, who later took over from Ralph after he became ill, states that he “was already collating
current material by 1977 when he managed the Post Office Museum to get impressions of the reversed dates”.
As “South Africa’s Premier Philatelic Mail Auction House”, CMA was processing many important postal history
items for its auctions. Ralph had probably found Blum’s claim way back in 1956 that the “most important
Philatelic Properties to have come on to this market have passed through my hands” an enticing non-financial,
research-centred argument for starting CMA. Now, years later, Ralph reasoned that if he photocopied everything
that passed through his hands, he would soon develop an impressive collection of historic postmarks. Clearly,
reference books on South West African and South African postmarks had been a long term goal. By 1977, he had
completed his first SWA postmark book and had begun working on South African postmarks.

1978. Facsimile. Reg. Postal Stationery from BRYANSTON ‘78 III 7’ (Putzel No. 6a) received BERGVLIET ‘78 III 10’ (Putzel No. 2b).
The Bergvliet 2b receiving mark is a much better example than the one of the same date shown in ‘The Postmarks of South Africa....’.

The problem was, perhaps, that while he could photocopy and document what was passing through his hands,
an awful lot of common-or-garden, everyday material was not. To this end, he needed to cultivate collaborators
among his philatelic colleagues and clients who could assist him in finding the mass of modern South African
material, the sort-off stuff that serious postal historians with a passion for the olde worlde dismiss as too new.
With hindsight it is easy to see why some postmarks almost inevitably escaped detection in the first instance. This is
due to a classic chicken-end-egg situation where you do not know that something is a variant of a standard postmark
until the standard has first been detected and recorded and can be used as a frame of reference. Occassionally, a
variant was found first and logged as the standard. Ironically, some modern examples of these appear on covers that
CMA sent out. At some point and for whatever reason, Ralph began to send pre-addressed Registered covers to his
clients, (above). These were returned with a bonanza of modern postmarks struck on them.

Collectors’ Mail Auctions (Pty) Ltd: 1978
At some point, probably in the mid-1970s, Cape Mail Auctions began to regularly use its proprietary
limited address stamp. Why it had not used it after 1968 is unknown.

1978. Sender’s Commercial Address Cachet on Reverse of the cover below.
This and the preceding cover show the increasing use of an address stamp showing CMA as (Pty) Ltd Company.

1978. Registered Letter from BERGVLIET ‘3 XIII 78’ (Putzel No. 2a) to CAPE TOWN (undated).
The old Army Day FDC from ‘25 - 5 - 71’ bears only decimal stamps. Use of BERGVLIET Registered Labels.
At this time, the SADF was operating inside Angola. The Battle of Cassinga had been fought and won in May 1978.
What were Ralph’s thoughts about the Nats, Apartheid and “the Army” in which he had served?

South African Postmark Book - October 1978
In an attempt to get help from collectors, dealers and the South African Post Office Ralph began to
circulate News Bulletins in early 1978 that detailed a ‘SOUTH AFRICAN POSTMARK BOOK’. The
earliest example I have, News Bulletin No. 3, below, is dated October 1978. It is possible that they were
quarterly bulletins. The contain fascinating detail about the process and the problems of accumulating
postmarks, sorting, querying and organising them into something concise and coherent.

October 1978. Reduced facsimile of News Bulletin No. 3 - South African Postmark Book.

South African Postmark Book - April 1979
In News Bulletin No. 5 of April 1979, Ralph’s philatelic missionary zeal is revealed. He writes: “Response
from Dealers has been disappointing. After all, they should be in the best position to lend a hand with
material - but obviously they are all so busy making money that they have not got much time left!! A great
pity, because a vast amount of material must be slumbering in odd boxes and corners.” By placing too
high a priority on his postmark research, Ralph’s business would eventually begin to suffer.

April 1979. Reduced facsimile of News Bulletin No. 3 - South African Postmark Book.

Reduced Facsimile of Bergvliet
Postmark Notes, Sheet 34,
Circulated to Collaborators with
News Bulletin No. 5 (April 1979).
In the News Bulletin, Ralph writes:
Dear Friends,
I am sending you enclosed the
revised “B”s which now include
everything the Post Office has sent
me so far”. Further on, he requests
“certain Postmarks from Offices
which are not listed in the Post
Office Circulars or .... Guides as
Post Offices at all. I am referring to
Telegraph Offices which .... have
cancelled mail. Please make a
special effort in this connection.”
Printed on non-standard oversize
10” x 14” paper, this sheet is too
large to display as A4 and has been
reduced by about 30%.

Making Sense of
Calitzdorp & Calvinia Confusion.
Reduced Facsimile of Postmark
Notes, Sheet 7, Circulated to
Collaborators most loikely with
News Bulletin No. 6 (? 1979).
In News Bulletin No. 5, Ralph
requested “certain Postmarks from
Offices ... not listed in the Post
Office Circulars or .... Guides as
Post Office .... I am referring to
Telegraph Offices which .... have
cancelled mail.” Calitzdorp is one
of the best sources of Cape TO
postmarks on cover. This sheet
shows that at this time he had not
found any. However, by 1993 when
Vol. 2 was published, it contained 4
examples of the Caltizdorp TO
postmark. However, many other
TO postmarks remained elusive.

‘B is for Bergvliet’ - Compiling ‘The Postmarks of South Africa....’: 1979
There are some issues with Ralph’s magisterial
‘The Postmarks of South Africa....’ in which a
good early example of a datestamp will always be
preferred to a poor later one.
The section showing the postmarks of Bergvliet,
his home suburb, provides some examples. The
negative sealer (NS) is listed as No. 1, yet on the
preceding page it is listed as No. 4 for Bergville. As
far as possible postal historians would prefer to see
the datestamps listed chronologically with No. 2
(left) as No. 1 and the negative sealer which was
for PO use only listed in a separate NS category.
When Bergvliet Post Office opened in 1951, it
received a standard large rubber REGISTERED
cachet which it used in violet ink. Ralph’s
photocopied Bergvliet postmark notes show this
cachet which he includes in ‘The Postmarks of
South Africa’. However, he also shows three
printed REGISTERED Bergvliet labels (see
below) which did not make it into ‘The
Postmarks of South Africa....’. Clearly, at this
time Ralph was considering including them. He
then changed his mind, deciding to only include
hand-stamped postmarks. This led to the
sensible exclusion of printed Registered labels
and machine cancellers, a decision that saved
space and reduced costs.

1952. An early recorded example of Bergvliet’s
first datestamp on SG 12 / SACC 47.
Ralph’s research sheets (facsimile right) show two early-ish examples
of this postmark. Either could have been included in ‘The Postmarks
of South Africa....’. Instead, he lists an unclear later strike from 1971,
(No. 2, top above). The earlier.... the better!

In any mammoth project, there will always be woolly edges.
Ralph’s work has issues and is incomplete but most postal
historians accept it as it is because it is provides an excellent
starting point for going forward and identifying the omissions.

Facsimile of Bergvliet postmark notes circulated by
Ralph to colleagues, (see previous).
Three printed REGISTERED Bergvliet labels identified
by Ralph but not used by him. More importantly are
two early-ish unused Bergvliet No. 2 datestamps from
the 1950s, both of which are deserving of inclusion in
‘The Postmarks of South Africa....’ but which are not.

Chasing Items Lost in the Mail: 1980

1980. Pre-printed Aerogramme Letter, (above). CAPE TOWN ‘3 5 80’ to GB ‘Undated’.
The above, signed by Robert Putzel, shows that Ralph’s wife Hester, ‘Babsie’, has stepped down as a director.
Their son, Robert and P. J. Morrison are directors with Ralph.
The company operates from two locations.
The Philatelic Dept. and Stamp Viewing is run from Ralph’s home at 5 Hiddingh Road.
The Accounts and Print / Xerox Dept. are run from two units in the Bergvliet Vista Shopping Centre.

Robert Putzel, Ralph’s oldest son, had worked at the SA Permanent Building Society for five years while
studying part-time. After graduating with a B.Comm, majoring in Economics and Business Administration,
from UNISA (University of South Africa), he was married in February 1976 and started work at CMA in
March 1976. Both he and Peter Morrison, his brother-in-law, joined Cape Mail Auctions in the belief that
they could help Ralph “build the family business. ....” said Robert. “Ralph was the managing director and
made all decisions relating to philatelic matters. Peter Morrison was his assistant in philatelic matters,
and I managed the accounting and administration. Peter and I became directors in 1979. I left the
company in 1983 and moved to Johannesburg to work in a financial services company.”
Robert presumably saw the financial writing on the wall, perhaps he even thought that by leaving he was
easing the financial burden on the company. CMA would be liquidated in 1984.

South African Postmark Book - May 1981
In News Bulletin No. 8 of May 1981, Ralph apologises for the long delay since his last bulletin. This, he says
is not because he has been quiet on the postmark front but rather that he has made “considerable progress ...
with the proposed ‘Encyclopedia of South African Post Offices and their Postmarks’”. It is interesting to note
that with that title he has conflated the ‘Encyclopedia ....’ and ‘The Postmarks of South Africa’ into one.
Perhaps he was yet to learn that the scale of his ambition was so large it had to be delivered as two works.
(The first volume of the ‘Encyclopedia ....’ would not be released until 1986, the last in 1990.)
This News Bulletin was accompanied by the letter ‘D’ “except for Durban where Dr. Chutter’s items must still
go in. Messrs. Rex Reynolds and Reed are now helping me with the checking of Postamarks ... ‘E’ to ‘H’.”

May 1981. Reduced facsimile of News Bulletin No. 8 - South African Postmark Book.

Table Mountain and a Philatelic Pot of Gold

1982. Franked Collectors Mail Auctions Airmail cover ‘31 3 82’ posted at 15c rate. (ex Robert Hill.)

Circa 1984. Cape Mail Auctions Cinderella Labels.
A note on the reverse states “91”. The first assumption was that this is probably a reference to 1991.
As CMA was liquidated in 1984, this Cinderella Sheet must have been prrinted before 1984.

As CMA became popular with collectors both in South Africa and internationally, Ralph expanded the
business to include offices in the Bergvliet Vista Shopping Centre where he had separate units for his
Accounts and Catalogues and Printing Shop and Xerox Department. As we can see from the Cinderella
Sheet above Ralph’s business now occupied three units of the Bergvliet Vista Shopping Centre.
Despite the expansion, Ralph retained the Philatelic Department and Stamp Viewing in his home where his
stock was probably more secure. Indeed, Ralph had never stopped working from his home office.

The Liquidation of Collectors’ Mail Auctions (Pty) Ltd: 1984
Like many businesses that grow out of a hobby and which are statred by enthusiasts, CMA had never been
properly funded as a business. The expectation was that growth would come from sales and that it was
largely a case of working hard to generate the upward momentum. While the business grew in the shortterm, hard work alone was not enough to guarantee CMA’s growth in the long term. In the absence of
increased sales, the management of CMA recognised it was in trouble and decided to cut costs.
The first casualty was the print shop and its staff. “We closed the printing shop and outsourced the
printing to a specialist printing company,” said Robert, the director responsible for CMA’s accounting and
administration. It was a tough call. CMA Auction catalogues were widely admired by collectors, so much
so that some are saleable today. Nevertheless, by outsourcing the printing to competive tenders, the wage
bill and the costs associated with running a print shop were considerably reduced.
In 1984, CMA was liquidated. The primary cause of its demise was poor cashflow. Persistent rumour,
some say it is Cape legend, has it that Peter Morrison was largely responsible for the demise of CMA and
with it the Cape’s favourite philatelic son, Ralph Putzel.
Today, Ralph’s son Robert is a director of a successful financial services company. Before leaving the
failing CMA in 1983, he had been the director responsible for CMA’s financial affairs. As such, he knows
as much as anyone today about what went wrong and who, if anyone, was to blame. Robert rejects the
accustaion that Peter Morrison was to blame for the collapse of CMA.
“I disagree that Peter Morrison was solely responsible for the collapse of the business,” says Robert.
“The simple reason was that it was underfunded and suffered from severe cash flow problems for a few
years before the collapse. This was during a time of financial problems around the World in the late
1970’s and early 1980’s. These problems resulted in excessive inflation and high interest rates and flight
away from hard assets for investors, such as stamps. These financial situations severely exacerbated the
attempts to improve cash flows in the company.”
In other words, CMA could neither make nor borrow the money it needed to save itself.
The liquidation of a failed business is always an awful time for those who started it as an extension of
themselves with love and enthusiasm for what they are doing. Of his father, Robert says, “Ralph was
obviously extremely disappointed in 1984 when CMA folded. However, he was very determined and
continued for the next 16 years to write his many philatelic books, until his first stroke in 2000, which
forced him to stop.”

The Loss of Ralph’s Zeppelin Mail Collection: 1984
Usually in the liquidation of a limited company, a director’s personal assets are safeguarded unless that
director has used company money rather than his own to acquire the assets, in which case the assets are not
personal but belong to the business. It is not known how Ralph acquired his Zeppelin Mail collection but it
would appear that he had paid for it himself and that he sold it to put food on the table and pay the bills.
According to Alex Visser, “Ralph probably had the best Zeppelin Mail collection in South Africa”. It
was this collection that won Ralph the prestigious Royal Cup ‘for the best display of the year’ in 1975.
The most famous of the Zeppelin airships was LZ 129 Hindenburg, a large swastika bedecked,
transatlantic, commercial passenger Zeppelin that crashed in New Jersey in 1937 with the loss of 36
lives. Ralph may well have started building his Zeppelin Mail collection before he even arrived in South
Africa as a sixteen year old, and on his return home from the war in his dealings with Dr Alois Mucke.
The liquidation of CMA forced Ralph to part with his beloved Zeppelin Mail collection. It was a part of
him, a connection to his childhood and the best of Germany and his life there. Its loss was a personal
tragedy every bit as hurtful as the Hindenburg disaster was to Nazi prestige. This and the loss of CMA
saw Ralph bury himself in postmark research and the publishing of books until his death.

1937. Crashed and Burned. A fragment of a Zeppelin cover recovered from the wreckage of the Hindenburg.

Starting Over: 1984
The collapse of Collectors’ Mail Auctions left Ralph temporarily at a loose end. Nevertherless he quickly
picked himself up and started over again, this time trading as “Ralph F. Putzel Philatelic Mail Orders”.
Trading on his good personal reputation, he began to sell stamps by mail order. In the following flyer, he
writes that he has “lined up numerous collections to be broken up”. Much of the material listed on the
following page appears to come from his own Austrian, German, German Naval and Zeppelin Mail and
other collections and accumulations. He also made a determined start on documenting his postmark and
post office research. Within two years he would be selling Volume 1 of the ‘Encyclopedia of SA POs...’.
The following pages of Ralph Putzel ephemera have been shared
with the Club by Prof. Alex Visser.

Facsimile shared with the Club by Prof. Alex Visser.

Picking Up the Pieces: 1984

A Special Offer: Circa 1986

Facsimile shared with the Club by Prof. Alex Visser.

“Encyclopedia of SA POs...”: Vol. 1 1986.
A publicity piece appeared in the Sunday times on the 4th March 1990. It quotes Ralph saying that he was
“encouraged by the overwhelming response to my first book called ‘The Handbook of Postmarks of South
West Africa’. I thought that a comprehensive encyclopedia was not a bad idea. There were moments”, he
said, “when I wanted to throw in the towel but now that my third encyclopedia is complete, I can say it
was well worth the effort”.
Ralph was awarded two gold prizes for the series, one from the Cardinal Spellman Philatelic Museum in
New York and the other from the South African Philatelic Association.
*****

Facsimile shared with the Club by Prof. Alex Visser.

Ralph Putzel RDPSA: 1991
Ralph was invited to sign the Roll of Distinguished Philatelists of South Africa in 1991. This allowed him
to put ‘RDPSA’ after his name. He received this honour for his “Encyclopedia of SA POs...”. One can see
from the following Order Form for ‘The Postmarks of South Africa’ that Ralph now included RDPSA after
his name. What is most striking however, is that his name is so much larger than his new title. Ralph was
clearly trading on his name and reputation rather than his recent philatelic achievement

Some of my indispensable, well-used and much worn philatelic resources - my Putzel Reference Books

The Philatelic Federation of South Africa (PFSA) is the elevated body responsible for inviting worthy
philatelists and postal historians specialising in southern Africa to sign its Roll of Distinguished Philatelists of Southern Africa (RDPSA), [previously the Roll of Distinguished Philatelists of South Africa]. It
is a huge honour to be so invited, a measure of the philatelist’s and or postal historian’s success and stature
within the formalised boundaries of organised societal philately.
The South African Roll was modelled on the original Roll of Distinguished Philatelists established in
Great Britain in 1921, perhaps the heyday of philately. The first signatory to the South African Roll was
Gilbert Allis, the author of “Cape of Good Hope: Its Postal History & Postage Stamps”, in 1932.
Other well-known signatories to have authored reference books are Adrian Albert Jurgens, “The Handstruck
Letter Stamps of the Cape of Good Hope”, (1948), Hasso Reisener “The Special & Commemorative
Postmarks, Cachets and Covers of SA”, (1977) and Robert Goldblatt “The Postmarks of the Cape of Good
Hope”, (1979). Other more recent well-known RDPSA signatories include Robson Lowe, (1990), Alan
Drysdale (1995), Gerhard Kamffer (1998) and Alex Visser and Paul van Zeyl (2016).
Dr Harvey Pirie, a Scottish doctor and explorer, was the editor of the South African Philatelist for thirtysix years. He signed the Roll of Distinguished Philatelists of South Africa in 1948, the same year as
Jurgens. Robson Lowe, (1990), refused to sign the British Roll of Distinguished Philatelists due to the
refusal of the organisers to strike Jurgens from the Roll. Lowe believed Jurgens was a stamp forger. One
must ask why Lowe signed up as an RDPSA knowing Jurgens was already on the Roll? Jurgens’s cavalier
mischief and craftiness, celebrated in ‘Jurgensiana’ remains as embarrassing today as it was in 1948 but
the PFSA has yet to show any inclination towards creating a precedent by kicking him out.
Ralph was invited to sign the Roll in 1991, the year his "The Comprehensive Handbook of the Postmarks
of German South West Africa / SWA / Namibia" was published. This was five years after the first volume
of "The Encyclopedia of South African Post Offices...." was published and one year before the first
volume of "The Postmarks of South Africa...." came out. There is absolutely no doubt that he was a
worthy and deserving winner of South Africa’s highest philatelic award.

Order Form for Vol. 1-6 ‘The Postmarks of South Africa’: 1994

Facsimile shared with the Club by Prof. Alex Visser.

The New South Africa: 1994

2008. International Airmail Small Letter Miniature Sheet. “Happy 90th Birthday Madiba”.

Apartheid ended in the early 1990s in a series of steps that led to the formation of a democratic
government in 1994. Years of violent internal protest, weakening white commitment, international
economic and cultural sanctions and the end of the Cold War ended the era of white minority rule.
Like most white South Africans, Ralph embraced the newly democratic, post-Apartheid South Africa with
optimism that was based largely on the strength of character of the country’s first black Prime Minister,
the inspirational Nelson Mandela. As the old order tumbled and the new one arose, Ralph began to
develop questions about the direction the country was taking with regards to its postal services, the
institution which he had spent so much of his life documenting.
“Postal Historians in South Africa live in an exciting period,” Ralph wrote in September 1995. “ Many
and some very old Post Offices are closing, chiefly smaller offices in the big towns, in order to open up
village offices in the more isolated districts, where inhabitants previously had to walk great distances to
get to the nearest PO or Agency. Also, five new huge Sorting Centres have opened, (for example “CAPE
MAIL” at Goodwood, the Cape Town centre Post Office skyscraper being to let except for the
groundfloor counter halls. Not all of it is yet intelligible to us, for example that Cape Town mail should
be sent to Goodwood and then sorted and returned to Cape Town. Since the Post Office Museum has
been closed two years and the Post Office has been privatised, it is becoming more difficult to get new
information, but this will no doubt pass.”

Vol. 4, ‘The Postmarks of South Africa’: 1995

Facsimile shared with the Club by Prof. Alex Visser.

60+ New Post Offices under the Letter ‘M’ - and Plastic Datestamps: 1997

The Cape Town Philatelic Society: 1998
Just over fifty years after he joined the Cape Town Philatelic Society, Ralph delivered a talk to ‘the Royal’ in
the Athenaeum, Newlands, on 12th October 1998. The subject was the Table Mountain Post Office. His notes
can be seen, right. Ralph told the gathered members that in his opinion the postmark below was “one of the
rarest postmarks of South Africa”.

"The probable reason why this PO datestamp has not been found on mail, (is) that the Post Office was not for
tourists but to pay the wages to the labourers who built the reservoirss. In fact", he confided, "in 35 years of
collecting postmarks I have only found the one datestamp on piece in an Overseas postmark lot of an Auction
House, completely unrecognised. No cover or card has ever been seen by me. Therefore here is a postmark
collectors can search for when going through accumulations".
In the time since Ralph gave his talk and, importantly, since his “The Postmarks of South Africa....” came out
in 1992, at least two further examples of this once rare postmark have been found.

1897. Postmark on Piece. TABLE MOUNTAIN POST OFFICE ‘MR 2 97’.
It is the first South African postmark shown in Ralph’s Ten Volume ‘The Postmarks of South Africa....’.
The above postmark is not the one shown in Ralph’s book. It is either a second or third known example.
(Above piece and notes right shared with the Club by Robert Hill, 2020.)

The note, right, is Ralph’s. He used it when delivering his talk to the Royal about the Table Mountain Post
Office postmark, above. In his order form for Vol. 1 of ‘The Encyclopedia of South African Post Ofices’, he
wrote that “Postal History collectors will now for the first time be able to check the names of any date stamps
and whether they had a short or long life. Some basic rarety values are given. For example, did you know
that there was a full Post Office on the Hout Bay side of Table Mountain from 1894 for a few years whilst two
storage dams on the top were being built and that only 2 or 3 postmarks of this office have so far been
discovered?” To some extent this confirms the existence of up to three Table Mountain Post Office postmarks.
His note has an annotated date of 12/10/98. The day is a Monday. The Royal meets on the 2nd and 4th
Mondays of the month.

Postmark on Piece shared with the Club by Robert Hill.

Cape Town Philatelic Society Notes shared with the Club by Robert Hill.

This sheet has been slightlyreduced in order to fit. Alex Visser
confirms that the hand-written note was to him. See next page.

Facsimile shared with the Club by Prof. Alex Visser.

The Devaluation of the Rand: 1998

Facsimile shared with the Club by Prof. Alex Visser.

Ralph Suffers a Stroke: 1999

Ralph would never fully recover from his stroke.
Besides the details of his illness, there is another even bigger tragedy in all of this. These two documents,
the preceding one and the one above, show Ralph inadvertently providing future historians with details of
the theft of mail, a small thing in itself but important to him who, being of the old school, no doubt
believed in the sanctity of the mail. Sadly, his letters offer an example of the falling standards within the
South African Post Office and illustrate the inexorable decline of this once great South African institution.
This would not have been the sort of postal history statement he would have liked to have left behind.

Prof. Alex Visser Comes to the Rescue
The first volume of ‘The Postmarks of South Africa ....’ (A-B), was published in 1992 to critical philatelic acclaim.
However, there were issues. One person who was impressed with the scope of the work but disappointed by its
typographical and factual errors was Professor Alex Visser, a postal historian and an eminent academic in the Civil
Engineering field at Pretoria University. He had first assisted Ralph after the completion of the first volume of
the ‘The Encyclopaedia of SA Post Offices....’ in about 1985. He worked with Ralph to complete the remaining three
volumes, then went on to assist with the ‘Handbook of Postmarks of GSWA/SWA/Namibia’ reference work.
Alex offered to assist with proof reading and validating future volumes of ‘The Postmarks of South Africa ....’ and
Ralph accepted. Their relationship would last until Ralph’s death in 2002. While Volume 7 was at the printers, Ralph
suffered a stroke in 1999. His family insisted that its publication be stopped until Ralph recovered. When after a year
it became apparent that Ralph would not fully recover, it was agreed that Alex would take over from Ralph. Alex had
Volume 7 printed and distributed and started working on volumes, 8, 9 and 10, (O to Z).
To Alex’s delight, Volumes 8 and 9 were awarded with a silver-gilt Vermeil at the National Exhibition, Port Elizabeth,
23rd - 26th October 2002. Sadly, this came too late for Ralph who died on 2nd July 2002, some four months earlier.
Alex has subsequently created an on-line Addendum to ‘The Postmarks of South Africa ....’. He has asked collectors
of South African postal history to report new postmarks finds which he lists on-line in a format that follows
Ralph’s. To date, Alex has acquired almost as many postmarks as Ralph, all ones which he did not identify.
Alex’s achievement stands alongside that of Ralph’s. Each is the flipside of the other’s coin. Without Ralph’s
postmark reference books none of us would be able to recognise and record an unidentified new postmark.
As Ralph said in the newsletter on the page headed ‘60+ New Post Offices under the Letter ‘M’ - and
Plastic Datestamps: 1997’, “South Africa is one of only a few countries in the world to have published such
a comprehensive Series on Postmarks, and the author has received many congratulations from overseas
collectors”. These congratulations came not only from collectors of South African postal history but also from
collectors of other countries who wish they had some similar postmark reference s resource. Hopefully, Alex’s
Addendum will one day be combined with Ralph’s. That would set a new International Standard.

1883. (NOT 1882!) Cover from LADYSMITH (Cape) ‘JA 11 82’ to CAPE TOWN.

In his column in the South African Philatelist, ‘Phun with Postmarks’, (March, 2017), Alex wrote
that Lady-Smith’s “Dated Town Oval of the Cape Post Office is shown .... with the name as two
hyphenated words with ‘Y’. ..... A recent discovery was the single circle datestamp with name as
‘Y’ shown on cover. ..... The subsequently issued datestamp (recorded seen from 4 OC 1883 to 1 DE
1911) is one with CAPE COLONY at the base and name with ‘I’, as all further issued datestamps.
Evidently the reason for the new discovery is that this datestamp arrived at the time of the name
change and was only used for a short time, as shortly thereafter a corrected datestamp was issued.”

Cape Town Philatelic Society Notes shared with the Club by Robert Hill.

One that Escaped Ralph

Ralph F. Putzel (RDPSA)
31st May 1920 - 2nd July 2002.
South African postmark collectors and postal historians have much to thank Ralph Putzel for, especially as
his achievement came at huge personal cost during the final years of his life. Ralph’s wife, ‘Babsie’, died
on 29th February 1988 when he was working flat-out on his four volume, the ‘Encyclopedia of South
African Post Offices and Postal Agencies’. The first volume (A - B) of Ralph’s ten part ‘The Postmarks of
South Africa AND Former States & Colonies’ came out in 1992.
After Ralph had a stroke, Alex Visser RDPSA stepped in and was able to assist him. Until Ralph received
“the help of Alex Visser and his computer” the only items of technology he had used on the first seven
volumes were a typewriter and a photocopier. Today, it is unimaginable that anyone would embark on such
a project without first having the assistance of fast PCs with gigabytes of memory and a team to use them.
Ralph died before the final volumes of ‘The Postmarks of South Africa....’ were completed.The last three
volumes were completed by Alex who now maintains an on-line addendum that up-dates Ralph’s work
with new finds. To date, Alex has added over 3,000 pages of newly discovered postmarks, the majority
being datestamps introduced in the last 30 years. It is perhaps churlish to say so but Alex’s accumulation
of unidentified postmarks could not have been done without Ralph first having made a list of ‘finds’.
Since Ralph’s death, Alex has added five new circular datestamps for Bergvliet, as well as eight
rectangular office stamps. With the exception of one circular datestamp from 1980, a variety of one
identified by Ralph, all the new discoveries are post-Apartheid, new Millenium issues released roundabout
or after his death in 2002. While it is possible that older, as yet unidentified datestamps might be found for
Bergvliet, it is more likely that Ralph identified all the datestamps that were used in his local post office
during the time he lived in Bergvliet. This is largely true for the country as a whole. The scale of Ralph’s
research achievement, flawed and incomplete as it is, remains hugely impressive!
Ralph’s Bergvliet Post Office closed in 2012. Today the nearest post office is in Retreat.
Ralph had remained close to his sister, Renate. After completing her degree in Psychology at Stellenbosch
University she moved to London in 1952. She never returned to South Africa, not even to visit. She was a very
early graduate of Anna Freud’s Hampstead Child Psychology Training Course and practiced as a child
psychologist in London for her entire career. She never married. Ralph and his family would visit her
whenever they were in London. Robert said, “Ralph always went to visit her when he was there, which was
quite often from about 1970 onwards. She passed away in 2007, aged 84”.

Seven Sacks of Post - Sewe Sakke Pos
Help Alex carry the burden of South African postmark research. All postmark collectors are encouraged to
submit new finds to him. For info on how to do so, please email the address below. Thank you.

Alex Visser <alex.visser@up.ac.za>

If you have read this and are interested in South African postal history, please become a
club member, post a comment about this on the Forum and or get in touch with:
postmaster@southafricanphilatelyclub.com

The End
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